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Mission Statement

The mission of
the Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
is to transform lives by building a free and inclusive
covenantal religious community of
spirit, service, justice and love.
(Adopted June 8, 2008)

Ends Statements
The people of ERUUF are engaged in a deeply meaningful, transformative liberal religious
experience.
They find hope, beauty and inspiration in their worship.
They develop and deepen their individual spiritual practices.
They embrace and affirm Unitarian Universalist identity, heritage and values.
The people of ERUUF create and sustain a community of care, mutual respect,
inclusiveness and love.
Their talents and gifts are recognized, nurtured and called upon.
They are generous with their time, energy and resources, in a prevailing spirit of abundance.
They create a climate of radical hospitality which ensures that all present are welcomed and
diversity is honored.
They provide care and a safe haven for one another in times of need.
People of all ages are cherished and have a religious home, history and future.
They experience ample opportunities for laughter, fellowship and fun.
The people of ERUUF reach beyond their congregation, individually and collectively, as
they live out Unitarian Universalist values.
They are engaged in the betterment of the community and the world through their own work and
opportunities the congregation provides.
They are leaders in environmental sustainability and are responsible stewards of the Earth and
its resources.
ERUUF is a valued partner in bringing justice and compassion to the Durham-Chapel Hill
community.
ERUUF contributes to and learns from the larger Unitarian Universalist community.
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Lead Minister
Rev. Deborah Cayer

Another amazing year has gone by quickly. We’ve
made tremendous progress on creating the working
relationships among ministers, staff and lay leaders that
will make the fellowship organizationally sustainable. For
the past several years we’ve been intentionally completing
a reorganization that was envisioned more than 10 years
ago. We’ve done this so that ERUUF would be
sustainable at the size it is now. ERUUF grew so fast in
the 90’s that it just got bigger and bigger—it never quite
shape shifted in the ways that it needed to change. You
can’t just make a rowboat bigger if you want it to go
anywhere—the hull has to get deeper in order to be able
to navigate. The sides have to curve higher in order to
keep the water out.

Looking at other important aspects of the fellowship,
we’ve created Vital Signs (key indicators of the health and
well being of the fellowship) and a strategic plan. The
Board and Coordinating Team have finally figured out a
planning and evaluation cycle that’s beginning to make
good sense. Leaders will be able to use these new tools to
more closely track who’s here, how we’re offering shared
ministry, where the biggest opportunities are for us to
serve, and which of our resources might best be applied for
the greatest impact. Another success is that the staff is
learning to become a team. Our real opportunity now is to
deepen our partnership with lay leaders so we can all
engage in life supporting, creative, dynamic shared
ministry. This year we added a few more adult programs
and opportunities to get involved and serve; we’re looking
forward to next year and the chance to expand our
program offerings.
As Lead minister, my role is to lead the worship team
(s), lead and supervise staff teams, help raise funds, and
keep us all focused on strategic priorities so we move
forward in the direction of our vision and mission. I was
sad that an issue with my back took so much of my
attention and strength last fall and winter. I’m working
now to be strong and healthy in body, mind and spirit.

This past year we’ve finally finished building the boat
while we’ve been sailing the boat. We’ve finally finished
building the infrastructure that a large congregation
needs. There’s lots of opportunity for all of us to get
better at sailing—for us to get better at figuring out the
relationships that will make our shared ministry really
robust. But now finally we get to do this in a boat that
will hold everyone and stay afloat.
A major highlight of this time period is the success of
the Capital Campaign, thanks to the efforts of Mark Kuhn,
Glenn Borg and their dedicated committee, and even more
to the generous members and friends who have given so
generously.
Another success this year is in staffing. We had
vacancies in existing positions, and we’re thrilled that
Jacqueline Brett, Michele Sager, and Shawn Trimble have
joined the staff as part-time assistants in the ERUUF and
RE offices. We’re also excited to have hired a new
Assistant minister, the Rev. Dr. Xolani Kacela, who begins
his ministry August 1. We said good-bye at the end of
April to a social work intern from NCCU, Amanda
Morris, and in May to our part-time student minister of
the past two years, Jim Magaw.
There’s one more important transition ahead at the end
of July, when we’ll say good-bye to Rev. Margaret L.
Beard. Margaret is leaving this consulting ministry to
begin her next ministry in Florida. She’s had the difficult
task of serving her first two years here part-time before
this current year when we were finally able to bring the
position back to full time. She’s helped us understand our
true ministry needs during this time. More than this,
Margaret has done terrific work with lay leaders to
reorganize the Care and Justice Council’s ministry teams. I
could not have had a better colleague during this time and
I’m very grateful to her for her fine ministry at ERUUF.

I look forward in the coming year to renewing my focus
on worship, and to working with the Multicultural Team
as we continue our journey into multicultural competence.
I look forward to the arrival in September of a full-time
student minister (for the past three years all our terrific
students have been part-time); this will enable us to have
more adequate ministry staff (one and a half, or one and
three quarters ministers just aren’t enough to make shared
ministry work here). In the coming year I plan to hire a
consultant to do a staffing assessment, which will give the
board good information for decision making about where
we’re heading. And finally, in the coming year it’s my hope
that we find a way to partner with others in Durham on
the county-wide initiative to End Childhood Poverty
within five years.
We have tremendous opportunities in the coming year,
but I think the most significant one might very well be
joy—the chance to throw in our lot together and support
each other in living lives that are full of meaning, hope,
courage, enthusiasm, love and joy.
At the risk of leaving out someone important, I
briefly want to thank people I’ve worked with this past
year: Alison Lohman, Steve Franklin, Johan Madson,
and Mike Milley who served on the Assistant Minister
Search Team. I also wish to thank each of the ERUUF
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Lead Minister

Director of Membership Development

(continued)

Rev. Deborah Cayer

Kacey Zucchino

Board members for their dedicated, effective, inspiring
leadership—we are well served by them.
I offer my admiration, appreciation and great thanks to
this year's Stewardship Co-Chairs, Sue Coon and Christine
Williams. Their very successful efforts with their whole
crew on this year's stewardship drive, Everyone Aboard
for the ERUUF Journey, has put the fellowship in a terrific
position for next year.
We are also well served by our ERUUF staff who, for
me, are a real joy to work with. Special thanks this year to
Juanita Johnson who worked very capably as our
temporary Adult Programs Coordinator for four months
when we really needed her talents.
The Coordinating Team (CT) meets twice every month
to implement ministry plans. Nancy Henley has been a
highly engaged member of the CT for the past four years,
and has very generously shared her knowledge and
wisdom about organizations this entire time. Nancy has
taught, coached, cajoled, and inspired all of us to figure out
smart, efficient ways to reorganize ourselves. She’s the
brains, and very often the hands-on talent behind our
successes. In the past four years we’ve essentially created a
non-profit organization and installed it within ERUUF,
because ten years ago lay leaders here realized that this is
what ERUUF needed to do in order to be sustainable. We
rebuilt the boat while we were sailing the boat, and we
would not, could not have done this without the generous
gifts of time and talent contributed by Nancy Henley. I
thank her, and ask you to thank her, most sincerely. Nancy
will stay on the CT through the ministerial transitions this
summer to help us all get off to a good start. We’re
grateful that she’s agreed to serve as an advisor to our
team after that.

The Membership Committee is transitioning to a
Membership Council. Under the able leadership of
Doug Rhodes and Linda Brooks, the committee
expanded to add Jane Kirsch, Jennifer O’Brien, Carolyn
Worthing, and Linda Farley. Jane will hold the
portfolio of Welcoming, Linda Farley will be working
with new members, Carolyn Worthing is responsible
for Dinners in Homes, and Jennifer is our consultant for
families with children.
The “Dinners in Homes” program was hugely
successful. Last fall and this spring, close to 200
ERUUFians participated in potluck meals held in other
member’s homes. The Council’s goal of increasing
engagement of newcomers was met by designating a
certain number of spots at each meal for visitors, which
were always quickly filled.
The Visitor Hosts, chaired by Jane Kirsch, and our
greeters, headed up by Bob Kliesen, were extremely
welcoming to our many visitors. ERUUF has had 265
visitors since July, and 191 are still active. Visitors are
being connected quickly to an area in which they have
expressed interest.

Namaste,

We held six Journey to Membership classes with
good participation. ERUUF has added 48 new members
since July 1, 2012, representing 34 households. Eight of
the new families have young children.
During that same period, 35 members were
deactivated. Of these, 4 were due to a move, 4 deaths,
and the remaining either by request or from no
response to our letter of inquiry.
Mary Pound and Pat Yonaitis have kept the coffee
service smooth on Sunday mornings, coping with any
issue that arises.

Deborah

Figures are for calendar year.
For 2012, ERUUF reported to the UUA:
556 members
300+ non-members who benefit from our congregation
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Board of Trustees

We spent considerable time crafting a vision for
ERUUF, based on what we believe is needed and on
what we hear as your core values. That Statement of
Vision is on the ERUUF website and is being
distributed at the Annual Meeting.
We did a collaboration with the Richmond Virginia
UU Church’s board and minister spending weekends in
the fall and spring visiting and conferring with one
another. We shared best practices, successes, questions,
and things attempted that didn’t work, and we
developed relationships of challenging ourselves and
each other by this open exploration.
Through our Committee on Evaluation of Ministry,
we conducted the annual congregational “pulse” survey,
the results of which are available on the ERUUF
website. We also conducted our annual evaluation of the
Lead Minister in the spirit of giving her feedback that
can help her appreciate her strengths as well as identify
areas for development.
Under Policy-Based Governance which ERUUF
adopted about five years ago, the program and
operational aspects of the congregation are delegated to
the Minister and Coordinating Team, who carry out the
programs through the staff and volunteers. This frees
the Board to focus on long-term vision and mission
while still handling our fiduciary responsibilities for the
values and resources of ERUUF. The responsibilities
and limitations are governed by policies (thus the name
“policy-based governance). The Board receives
monitoring reports on a regular basis about finances
and how the programs are being managed to achieve
the Mission and Ends that have been set for ERUUF.
At the same, the Board and Minister work together
collaboratively in many ways. One of the most positive
and valuable outcomes of that collaboration has been
the Strategic Plan formulated by the Coordinating
Team working with the Board.
The Board serves on behalf of the congregation. Our
role is to “represent and hold in the trust the vision,
values and resources of ERUUF to and for the
congregation and in relation to the larger community.”
We take this responsibility seriously and humbly. We
want always to keep you informed about what we are
doing on your behalf and to hear your vision and
dreams for ERUUF which we all love.

Dan Grandstaff, Chair

From the perspective of the Board of Trustees, this
has been a good year. As we try to listen to the voices of
the congregation and to our own sense of things, we
experience a positive energy and aliveness. ERUUF is
growing in many ways. People of all ages seem
generally happy to be part of life at ERUUF. We are
making a real difference in many ways for the
community around us.
We recognize that no organization achieves
everything it would like. We also realize that as UU’s,
we often have different viewpoints and no institution
can meet the needs of everyone.
That being said, we feel positive about ERUUF now
and want to challenge all of us, including ourselves as
the Board, not to be complacent or content when there
is so much that needs attention in our world. Some of
the ways that we have challenged ourselves this year
are these:
We set goals for ourselves to keep moving forward
and stay on track. Our specific goals for the year were
based on areas that we, the Board, felt most needed our
attention:
1. Optimize the goal setting, planning, and monitoring
cycles at ERUUF.
2. Facilitate good two-way communication with the
congregation and beyond.
3. Take specific steps to grow our own multicultural
awareness as a Board so we can help set an example
and be leaders in this aspect of congregational life at
ERUUF.
4. Plan a process for reviewing our Ends Statements.
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Religious Education, Children and Youth
Kathy Cronin, Director

The Children and Youth Religious Education
program at ERUUF continues to grow leaps and
bounds with families of young children. In our recent
ERUUF RE parent survey 72% of respondents
indicated that they would definitely recommend a
liberal religious education program like ERUUF’s to
their friends. They are confident in the program,
confident in the leadership of the Fellowship and
confident in the ministry team.
We had 207 children and youth registered in the
program this year with another 35-40 participating/
visiting over the course of the year. RE consists of
approximately 125 families.

component to the program: a celebration dinner, and
rite of passage ritual. The COA parents, teens, advisors,
mentors, and ministry all participated in the event the
evening prior to their service. I believe it was a magical
and transformative evening for everyone in attendance.
As we enter the new program year in September the
RE Council will welcome an additional 3 members each
holding a specific portfolio. Holly Kingdon will step
down as chair and Brent Garner will replace her. Thank
you Holly for the gifts you brought to RE over the past
year. We are glad we are not losing you entirely and
welcome you as a member of a teaching team next year.
The RE council set a goal in 2012 to train adults to
facilitate the 4th-6th grade OWL program. We have
recruited six adults who will be trained, and hope to
offer 4th-6th grade OWL in 2014. The RE council is
committed to continuing the work of multiculturalism,
inclusion, and covenantal relationship within the RE
program.
As director, I will focus my attention on ministry to
families. How do we define family? What are the needs
from this sector of the Fellowship? How do we
effectively meet those needs?
The RE Council and I would like to express our
deepest gratitude to all this years teachers and advisors
who served in this shared ministry. In religious
community, the gifts we share are all forms of ministry.
To minister is simply to serve.

This year we had over 20 new parents join RE
teaching teams and many signed up to teach again in
next year’s program. In addition, we have recruited 20
ERUUF adults/ young adults (not RE parents) to
join various teaching teams for the 2013-14 RE
program year. Presently we have 90% of our teaching
teams recruited. I think I can speak for all the RE
Council in stating that teacher recruitment has been
the foremost major accomplishment of the year, due in
part to an early start, but mostly due to the
Fellowship’s willingness to step up and step into this
sacred ministry.
The other big accomplishment this year was in
youth ministry, specifically the Coming of Age (COA)
program. Melissa and the COA advisory team made a
commitment in the fall to add an additional
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Care Council

Clicking for a Cause. Clicking for a Cause had a
productive year. We continued to meet twice monthly,
daytime and evening meeting, with 10 to 30 attendees
per month. The active mailing list now includes 90
names, up from 75 last year, mostly from ERUUF, but
also from the community. “Active” members are asked
to produce at least one skein of afghan blocks (about 6
blocks) during the year. We had no trouble in gathering
that annual member quota. This year’s goal was a
general donation value of $10,000. To date we have
donated 590 items for a donation value of $14,449.
We’ve maintained an inventory of items to meet
identified needs in our partner organizations and at
ERUUF. The other 10 items were re-gifted through
our partner organizations. We created a shared budget
report on Google Drive, which both Co-leaders can
now access. Finally, we were the largest group
represented at the Durham Bulls Stitch n’ Pitch in
August, and a great time was had by all. We’re very
pleased with the enthusiasm of our group and its
productivity is a testament to the commitment of the
crafters to give back to their community.

Ann Ringland

Care Council. The Care Table is staffed by members
of the Care Council after every Sunday service. There is
an information sheet sharing the joys, sorrows and
milestones so that members can write cards “on the
spot”. Other handouts include the brochure from
Clicking for a Cause, the ERUUF Memorial Planning
document and a resource directory for seniors.
Maturity Matters Ministry (3M). Between
September 2012 and April 2013, the Maturity Matters
Ministry planned and presented three workshops:
prescription medications, advanced planning, planning
your own memorial service and grave matters. The
Fall Fest included a catered lunch and a skit to
introduce the upcoming workshops. The spring potluck
included 20s and 30s socializing and discussing
questions about their experience with religion. There
was a holiday card-writing project to reach out to
members of ERUUF who are not able to get to the
Fellowship. The total attendance at all 3M workshops
and events was 124.

Pastoral Associates. We have 5 trained Pastoral
Associates who respond to Joys, Sorrows and
Milestones by phone or in person. Some contact is onetime, other involves multiple contacts. Pastoral
Associates also provided support during memorial
services, sat by the bedside of a dying member and were
on-call for a member of a distant UU church who will
be coming to Durham for a transplant.

Card Writing Ministry. In response to spoken and
written Joys, Sorrows and Milestones or information
from the ministers, the eight members of the cardwriting ministry have written 85 personal cards. The
cards and mailing expense are donated by the cardwriting ministry. The writers were active in the
Connection Fair to explain the ministry to other
members.

Friendly Visitors. We have one Friendly Visitor
who visited two men who had limited social contact.
One has died and one chose to not continue the
relationship.
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Justice Council
Dave Austin, Bo Glenn

over 200 attendees (including 11 members from
ERUUF) worked to rank priorities raised at the
listening sessions. The resulting priority areas are
Education, Employment & Wages, Food Security,
Healthcare, Immigrant Families, and Affordable
Housing & Neighborhoods. CAN is activating research
action teams in these areas.

Sister Communities of San Ramón, Nicaragua
(SCSRN)
Connections with San Ramon, poverty alleviation
and cultural immersion travel were the focus of SCSRN
activities. We promoted awareness of San Ramón at
coffee and honey sales on 28 Sunday mornings, saw the
Finca Esperanza Verde Ecolodge (developed for
SCSRN by two members of ERUUF over the past 15
years) sold to new owners, started working to develop
and promote RE’s partnership with San Antonio de la
Grecia Primary School, held informational meetings to
recruit for the 14th annual ERUUF and Friends
Cultural Immersion Ecotour to San Ramón, began
planning for the 15th annual ecotour, planned and
attended the 7th annual Celebration for Children April
28 and five members of ERUUF served on the SCSRN
board of directors. Of the $1,500 donated to SCSRN by
ERUUF’s Justice Council, $500 supported RE’s partner
school and $1,000 supported the hostel for pregnant
women and family planning program.

Farmworker Support Action Team
Several ERUUFians have participated in FLOCcoordinated actions at The Pantry/Kangaroo
convenience stores, where the focus is on motivating
Pantry to pressure RJ Reynolds to make changes in
workplace and living conditions in RJR’s tobacco
supply chain (Pantry is an integral part of that supply
chain – selling millions of dollars worth of RJR
cigarettes.) Dave Austin and others participated in the
FLOC-coordinated rally at the Reynolds American Inc
shareholders meeting on May 9th, 2013. Over 50
FLOC supporters will attend the shareholders meeting
to question RJR on its reticence to take action, while
other supporters from as far as Ohio and D.C. will rally
outside to provide support.

Task Force to Abolish the Death Penalty
The Task Force to Abolish the Death Penalty has
worked to increase awareness of NC's racially biased,
ineffective and inhumane death penalty among
ERUUFians and the Triangle community through
tabling between services, organizing petitions and post
card mailings, hosting a film screening and a
presentation from People of Faith Against the Death
Penalty at ERUUF, and networking with other
congregations in the Triangle. Members have also
attended hearings and a press conference in support of
the NC Racial Justice Act.

Homeless Action Group
The ERUUF Homeless Action Group has several on
-going actions: The second Saturday and first Sunday
meals program, the Food Lion pick up, the Clothing
Closet, the Food Pantry, the Life Skills class, the
“Cookie Ladies” and the “Casserole Ladies.” We have
also had some special projects this year. The
congregation funds the cost of the Saturday and Sunday
meal each month at a combined cost of around $350 per
month. In addition, for the Sunday meal, we serve 400
homemade cookies and 6 huge casseroles made by the
30 “Cookie Ladies” and 40 “Casserole ladies.” The
Shelter has the Addiction Hope-Believe Recovery
Program, which is a 6-month live-in drug and alcohol
rehabilitation program. The Life Skills Group,
spearheaded by Cindy Kuhn, teaches classes every
Monday afternoon as part of this program. The classes
cover three important subject areas: Jobs, Health and
Finance. The topics include resume writing,
interviewing, eating healthy, smoking cessation,
managing your finances and avoiding credit troubles.
There are four teams of 4-5 each that go every
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday to Food Lion on
Guess Road to pick up food and transport it to the
Shelter. This load averages 100 pounds a day x 4 days x
52 weeks equaling 20,800 pounds of food or roughly 10

Durham CAN
Durham CAN has been engaged in the following
campaigns: Living wage (negotiations with TTA on
living wage are taking place, and we expect positive
results to be announced at the May 5, 2013 Delegates
Assembly; Affordable Housing (City and County
planning departments have publicly agreed to change
zoning incentives, and start a land use comprehensive
plan to ensure affordable housing is built near transit
stations and seniors and disabled individuals. CAN is
working with other agencies in securing funding for a
Community Resource Center (hub services, planning
and funding for CRC Coordinator). From January
through March 2015, members of Durham CAN
participated in listening sessions including 26 here at
ERUUF. At the April 11th CAN internal assembly,
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Justice Council
Dave Austin, Bo Glenn

tons. The food is vegetables that need to be cooked
immediately, day old bread, pastries and other food
given by Food Lion for people who are homeless. Each
month we have donations from the congregation of
food and clothing for the Food Pantry and the Clothing
Closet. ERUUFians staff the Food Pantry every
Wednesday and the second Thursday of the month. We
staff the Clothing Closet every Monday, Wednesday
and the second Thursday of the month.
In December, we held our annual wrapping party.
Many people donated armloads of socks, underwear,
hats, gloves, toys and wrapping paper. On the day of
the party, over 40 kids came to the Fellowship Hall
loaded down with their own contributions. The kids
spent the morning with the help from a dozen parents
and volunteers wrapping presents for the residents at
the Shelter. We even had a few high school students
who performed “rewrapping” services. The children
also made Christmas cookies to fuel the volunteers and
take to the Shelter for the evening meal. They wrapped
over 300 packages that were distributed to the
residents at the Shelter at Christmas time. ERUUFians
donated approximately 4174 hours to the Shelter this
year. We also donated over $10,000 in cash, gas, food,
gifts, clothing and other tangible things.

Organizers Retreat. We learned how to best organize
in our communities, and heard from people who had
been directly impacted by unjust immigration laws.
WFPSE made over 10 congressional visits, both in DC
and in NC. WFPSE was also successful in encouraging
policymakers in the southeast to sign on to Dear
Colleague letters supporting peace in Colombia. Our
urgent action appeals reached over 1,000 people. We
look forward to an exciting year as members of the
ERUUF youth group join us in Nicaragua, and others
in the ERUUF community have an opportunity to learn
about WFPSE at the July fundraiser held at ERUUF.
Earth Justice
Earth Justice Committee has worked on several
fronts with regard to Earth Care. We have created
courses on building community resilience,
permaculture, and on the spiritual dimensions of
environmentalism, offered through the Wednesday
Connections series. In addition, co-sponsoring with the
Justice Council and NCIPL, we ran a four-part film
series on spirituality and social activism (presented at
ERUUF). We showed the documentary film “Within
Reach,” on the journey to sustainable community,
which featured a Q&A with one of the filmmakers. We
partnered with NCIPL to host monthly Earth Sabbath
Celebrations in the western Triangle at ERUUF led by
member, Nancy Carnes. Nancy also collaborated with
Rev. Cayer to bring us a marvelous celebratory 2013
Earth Day Service.
We participated in advocacy work to affect
environmentally favorable policy from local to national
levels. Partnering with Transition Durham, the
Durham Food Policy Council, and Durham’s
Department of Neighborhood Improvement Services,
we helped move the city and the county to make
changes in ordinances that permit the expansion of
urban agriculture. Members are active in organizations
such as NC WARN, 350.org, Clean Water NC, and
Green Faith that advocate at local, state, and national
levels for issues such as curtailing the use of fossil fuels
and the dangerous extractive practices that go along
with them, while promoting renewable energy and safe
technology. Several of us traveled to the nationally
organized the February “Forward on Climate Change”
rally in Washington, DC. In the future, we plan to
initiate the fossil fuel divestment strategy organized by
350.org, build a vegetable garden, participate in a
second rally on climate change in Washington, and host
educational films.

Witness for Peace
Witness for Peace Southeast (WFPSE) continues to
work for peace and justice in the Americas by exposing
and combating US and corporate policies that
contribute to poverty and oppression. In 2012, WFPSE
led four international delegations: to Colombia, Cuba,
Mexico, and Nicaragua. On these delegations,
participants learned first-hand the impact of US policies
in the region. We explored the harmful impacts of free
trade agreements, the war on drugs, and immigration
policy. Our 2012 Speakers Tour featured a young
woman from Mexico who worked with deported youth
in Mexico who struggle to find educational and
employment opportunities. Over 50 activists, students,
and community leaders attended the 2012 Fall
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Stewardship Campaign

Dave Austin, Bo Glenn

Co-Chairs: Sue Coon, Christine Williams

Ahoy ERUUF!

El Centro Tutoring

The Stewardship Team has had a lot of fun with this
year’s stewardship drive Everyone Aboard for the
ERUUF Journey. But rather than this drive being
about sparklers, cake and the good ship ERUUF, what
it really comes down to is individual members and
friends sharing their bounty with our congregation.
Many thanks to everyone who participated in this team
effort. We have once again proven that we are a
congregation of abundance and generosity. From the
outset of this drive, people gave generously. And when
we came up a bit short of our goal, many people dug
deeper and gave again. We are truly humbled by
people’s commitment to, support of, and love for our
beloved community.
So far, we have raised $705,281 for the 2013-2014
fiscal year. This dollar figure has been used by
Reverend Cayer and the Coordinating Team to create a
budget proposal that, after being approved by the Board
of Trustees, will be presented to the congregation for
vote at the June 2nd annual meeting.

The plight of immigrants in the United States
remains in limbo as Congress delays the passage of
comprehensive legislation. In the meantime, here in
Durham County, Latino children face an uphill battle in
school due to lack of resources for ESL, parents who in
many cases cannot help them with their homework for
various reasons, and unfamiliarity with English
vocabulary as Spanish is spoken in the home. In order
to ameliorate this situation, a group of dedicated
ERUUFians have tutored elementary school-age
children for two hours/day, 2 days/week at El Centro
Hispano for the past two years. In the first year, we had
18 tutors. In the second year, we had 24 tutors. A
smaller core group of 5 tutors took on program
improvement. We organized the books by reading level,
located and reproduced a phonics curriculum and
bought math skills props to aid the tutors in their work
with the children. Two of the tutors, licensed to test
children, purchased and administered a nonverbal
intelligence test to some of the children who were
having the most difficulty to help identify the problem.
Although frustrating at times, the vast majority of the
tutors found the experience rewarding, as they were
able to develop a relationship with one or two children
and watch them improve over time. The program
proved effective. The number of "1's" on report cards
decreased by about a third from the beginning of the
year to the end of the third quarter. With this success,
El Centro has asked us to provide two, short summer
sessions for the children most at risk of losing the
progress gained. Over 50% of the current tutors have
agreed to help with one or both of the summer sessions
and six new volunteers have stepped forward. In
addition to the regular tutoring program, the facilitator
helped the Coming of Age instructors devise a cultural
experience for ERUUF teenagers in the Coming of Age
class.

The response to the challenge grant was
tremendous—not only did we receive 45 new or
renewed pledges between April 18 and May 18, we
received nearly 100 increased pledges. Of those
increased pledges, 76 were increases of 10% or more,
for an overall average of $418 per increase.
We still face a transfer from reserve funds to balance
the budget. Nevertheless, we have every reason to be
extremely proud of our collective gifts.
A special thank you to members of the Stewardship
Team for all of their hard work this year: Peter Aitken,
Linda Brooks, Peggy Cohn, Kay Edgar, Ted Fiske,
Audrey Green, Lonna Harkrader, Don Hartman, Mark
Henault, Alan Hollister, Claudia Kaplan, Holly
Kingdon, Johan Madson, Leah Ogden, Doug Rhodes
and Phil Trainor, and an extra special thank you to
Linda Brooks and to those who assisted with the calls
following the end of the visible portion of the drive.
Also, we couldn’t have pulled off the drive without the
guidance and support of ERUUF staff: Reverend
Deborah Cayer, Daniel Trollinger, Mary Berry,
Michele Sager, and Kacey Zucchino.
In fellowship,
Sue Coon and Christine Williams
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Stewardship Campaign
Co-Chairs: Sue Coon, Christine Williams

Fiscal Year
Total Pledged
Pledging Households
Average Pledge
Median Pledge
Pledge Amount Range
2013-14
$10,000+
$7,500-9,999
$5,000-7,499
$2,500-4,999
$2,000-2,499
$1,500-1,999
$1,000-1,499
$ 750-999
$ 500-749
$ 250-499
$ 100-249
$
5-99
Total # Pledges *

2013-14

2012-13

$705,281

$687,471

338
$2086
$600

373
$1843
—-

% of total

# pledges

7
9
23
37
24
30
50
19
54
35
45
5
338

2.0
2.7
6.8
11.0
7.0
9.0
15.0
5.6
16.0
10.3
13.0
1.5

* Since some households include two people, the number of pledging units
is less than the number of members and friends that pledged.

Additional Information for 2013-14
139 households increased pledge from 2012-13
107 households pledged same amount as 2012-13
54 households decreased pledge from 2023-13

46%
36%
18%

38 new pledges
18 new member households
11 new friend households
9 member households that didn't pledge for 2012-13
29

Friends pledged a total of $32,732 (Average = $1129)

67

households (20%) pledged a total of $449,656 (63% of total pledged)
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Director of Music

Garden Committee

Kevin Badanes

Nancy Henley, Ann RIngland

Music at ERUUF has something for everyone! This
year we saw the debut of the Eno River Folk Singers,
the latest in our list of ensembles to give everyone in
our fellowship a musical home. With the return of the
Chamber Singers, and the ongoing presence of the Eno
River Singers, LUUX Aeterna, The Chaline Singers,
Sunshine Kids, Eno River Ringers, and Cafe ERUUF,
our members have many options to share their gifts and
be in fellowship together. Watch for a new high school
music group forming this summer! This year we
undertook a major project with a complete overhaul of
our sound system. The work will be finished over the
summer and our worship and performance will be
significantly enhanced. The Eno River Artists Series
completed its 3rd successful season. To date over a
thousand tickets have been sold, with many patrons
from the surrounding community. Support the series
and keep our vision of ERUUF as an active center for
the community alive!
A hearty and well deserved thanks for all who make
ERUUF music happen, from worship, to performance
to "backstage." Here are just some of the people who
work very hard and give graciously of their time to
make our music program a success.

The ERUUF Garden Committee of ERUUF and
numerous “Friends of the Garden” tend the many
flower beds and trees on the ERUUF campus. For our
seven acre campus, this a huge undertaking which
requests weekly attention in the spring and summer
and at least monthly attention in the fall and winter.
Deep thanks to all members and friends who lend a
helping hand!
Accomplishments:

Thank you! to Chrissey Trainello and the members
of the music committee. This year the committee
supported four major events, and helped guide our
program.

•

Design, planting and maintenance of the ERUUF
Memorial Garden: A Carolina Sentinal Holly and an
Acrocona Spruce have been added as structural
elements in the landscape.

•

“Pride of Place” monthly work days have been held
throughout the year.

•

Fourteen areas have been adopted and are
maintained by individuals or families.

•

Earth Justice members are planning a small
vegetable garden at the back of the campus.

•

Removal of debris from power company cutting and
storms has been accomplished with the help of
ERUUF administration.

Thanks to the Flower Committee, container
gardens enhance the public area in front of the
sanctuary and at the main entry.
Adults and children are encouraged to respect the
plants and space of the Memorial Garden and our many
trees and flower beds.
•

Thank you! to our ensemble directors and
coordinators. From the Sunshine Kids, to the River
Ringers, our Chalice Singers and the new Eno River
Folk Ensemble, and Cafe ERUUF, our excellent
volunteer leadership is vital in creating a wealth of
musical opportunities.
Thank you! to Anthony Pascone who keeps all the
keyboard instruments at ERUUF in tip top shape, and
donates tremendous time and service.
Thank you! to the members of the Eno River
Singers, who are in service to ERUUF all year round.
Thank you! to our audiences that make the Eno
River Artists Series a sustainable vehicle for cultural
outreach into the wider community.
Thank you! to our office staff, who provide great
support for all we do here.
There are always opportunities to be involved with
music at our fellowship. Contact Director of Music,
Kevin Badanes, kbadanes@eruuf.org.
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Director of Administration
Daniel Trollinger

Office

Facilities

The office work flow shifted during the year with the
departure of the Office Assistant last spring. Many
thanks to the core team of office volunteers who helped
keep things moving during a time of staff transition
(Linda Brooks, Tanya Pace, Beth Harvat, Carolyn
Worthing, Linda Jay, Caren Maene, Janet Campbell).
After a broad search process, two part-time office
assistants started work in September (Jacqueline Brett
and Michele Sager) and quickly helped organize and
streamline processes in the office. Room use continues
to be active, primarily for groups of the Fellowship.
This year we have been grateful for the opportunity to
have the River Church as an ongoing renter during
construction of their new worship space.

The influx of support from Capital Campaign funds
has allowed work to address long standing campus
improvement needs. Guided by the comprehensive
facilities assessment completed last year, a great deal of
deferred maintenance work has been completed. Most of
the work has gone well and according to budget. Many
thanks to Peter Romeyn and David Scheidt for help
with these large projects (and Steve Criscenzo for new
AV setup). We have also been able to complete a
number of smaller projects with the extra help of two
college students (Matthew Berry and Joey
Graffagnino). List of facility projects:

Communications

Care Bldg: Stone retaining wall on lower level; new
hallway/kitchen floor; paint hallway, Rm 7, Library;
window frames on lower level; Commons Rm wood
floor resurface; new tables and chairs. new AV set up
Rm 7.

Fellowship Hall: exterior paint, kitchen remodeling
assessment.

The web site continued to be developed with new
and revised content (ongoing info and events, podcast
revision, 7 principles, volunteer page, auction catalog,
ERUUF by the Numbers, youth page, online giving,
and more). A Members only section (MyERUUF—
includes directory, contact info, giving record, group
participation) launched in late May. Web registration
forms are now created for all classes and big events. A
team of staff and lay leaders were trained to update web
and work with the new MyERUUF section. Processes
were developed to enhance data collection for ACS
database to support ease of access and use for members,
leaders and staff. This included converting the RE
registration to the main database and developing Vital
Signs, a collection of data/graphs that report trends in
participation, attendance, and finance.

Sanctuary: evaluation of sound system and plans for
upgrade; French drains behind sanctuary; Automatic
Externals Defibrillator installed.
Campus: resurface parking lot; stain/waterproof
walkway; paint exterior doors; roof repair; automatic
doors for accessibility.
Many thanks to the Eno River Fellowship
Foundation for ongoing facility support, specifically this
year with AED training, new sound board & equipment,
kitchen makeover, and automatic doors.

Budget Allocation
2012-13 Expenses
(with staff costs distributed to
Appropriate program areas)
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Capital Campaign Summary

Finance
In general, contributions remain solid for regular
pledge, Capital campaign, and special collections
(Justice and Generosity Sundays). While there is a
regular ebb and flow over a budget year, there is not a
projected deficit (which is often an issue in April/May).
ERUUF should finish on budget if end of year giving
does not taper off. We noticed quite a number of large
gifts to complete fiscal year pledges and pay towards
Capital Campaign pledges. This may have been due to
uncertainty in December about future tax rules around
charitable giving deductions and/or part of the general
year end giving cycle.

Total Pledges (January 2012)
Total Contributions received to date
(72% of total received, May 31, 2013, 1.3
yrs into 3 yr campaign)
Significant Campaign Expenditures
Mortgage paydown (Feb/March 2012)
Mortgage paydown (March 2013)
Transfer to Deferred Maintenance**
Other campaign and campus exp

Balance in Capital Campaign Fund

Currently, UUA ask for $58 per member
($58 x 556 = $32,348). In 2013-14 budget, ERUUF will
pay $17,000 to UUA (52% of fair share), $12,012 to SE
District (100% share). New congregational giving
guidelines combine UUA and District to 7% of total
budget. Using current figures, ERUUF would be at
almost 3.5% of the expected 7% for full fair share.
Conversation is needed in coming years about fair share
and budget planning.

Original mortgage before campaign
Current Mortgage balance

Monthly Payment

$172,141

$1,088

3.6%

Fixed

$357,977

$2,458

4.8%

56,418

46,510
1,125,235
530,119

Summary of Major Renovations
Refurbishing of CARE Bldg Building floors
Painting CARE Bldg hallway
Window Repair CARE Bldg
Fellowship Exterior Painting
CARE Bldg tables and chairs
Retaining wall CARE Bldg
Parking lot resurface

Rate

Variable

340,000
210,000
105,000

(includes the paydown and regular payments)

Mortgage
Principal Balance

757,928

(Includes refinancing and consultant costs)

New UUA Fair Share Guidelines:

Loan

1,051,932

French drains Sanctuary
Automatic Doors
Total
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7,800
9,000
800
6,000
4,000
3,400
24,000
13,600
3,000
71,600

Director of Administration
Daniel Trollinger

to the variety of classes and the number of people
ERUUF serves (550 members plus 300 active and
involved non-members). Also, we have added 46 new
members since July 2012. There is vibrancy to the
shared ministry programs and even more is possible.
The future of the Fellowship looks very bright. In the
context of emerging growth there are also challenges/
opportunities to meet the needs with current staffing. A
comprehensive staffing evaluation is planned for the
coming year.
Ongoing staff transitions in the past few years have
masked some of the issues in the budget that can be
seen when we are fully staffed. Looking across years we
can see that moving to fair compensation, building
deficit budgets with reserve transfers, and estimating
income with optimism all combine to set up unrealistic
expectations around the way the budget functions. At
the same time, we have worked to find creative ways to
address the needs of the Fellowship without resorting
to drastic staff and program cuts (the fate of many other
congregations). We have also created a solid financial
foundation with the campaign, refinancing, online
giving, renewed stewardship team, internal controls,
audit and review, and staffing stability. Going forward,
we continue to seek new and effective ways to address
the financial challenges and opportunities of the
Fellowship.

Budget
Over 80% of the income in the budget depends on
pledges. We are appreciative of the work of the
Stewardship Team and the commitment of the
congregation. As of May 28, 2013 there are 338 pledges
totaling $705,081 (this figure is discounted 5% to
$668,000 for the pledge income line).
The key priorities in the 2013-14 budget are full
staffing, fair compensation, multicultural initiative, and
UUA fair share. In addition to funding a full-time
Assistant Minister, the budget keeps adequate staffing
to support the programs and infrastructure to meet
growing needs. It restores some cuts from previous
year (Music Director, LM professional expenses) and
some line cuts to programs are a reflection of actual
spending trends (adult programs, small groups) not
program reduction. Note there are several budget lines
that are essentially a pass through for income/expense
(Generosity Sunday, Justice Sunday, and Wednesday
Connections). The budget includes a reserve transfer of
$15,500, about 25% of the current General Reserve
Fund balance, $59,970.
This proposed budget acknowledges past issues
while seeking to support current trends. In the past few
years we have seen patterns of growth from the
numbers attending Sunday services and RE enrollment,

Budget Information 2010-2014
Income breakdown
Contributions
Programs
Fundraisers
Facilities
Other
Total Budget

10-11
$699,500
$7,800
$31,250
$50,000
$45,378
$833,928

11-12
$724,000
$6,000
$45,200
$52,000
$45,230
$872,430

12-13
$734,000
$6,000
$27,000
$48,000
$23,600
$838,600

13-14
$738,000
$6,500
$25,000
$50,000
$33,600
$853,100

Expense breakdown
Program
Personnel
Administrative

10-11
$67,550
$507,760
$62,134

11-12
$62,800
$548,998
$68,660

12-13
$68,500
$566,584
$69,060

13-14
$61,950
$606,394
$65,300

$51,000
$27,524
$117,960
$833,928

$45,000
$29,012
$117,960
$872,430

$46,200
$29,012
$59,244
$838,600

$46,200
$30,012
$43,244
$853,100

House & Grounds
Denominational
Mortgage
Total Budget
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Eno River Fellowship
Balance Sheet
April 2013
Accounts
Assets
Cash & Cash Equivalents

$221,372.81

Petty Cash

$100.00

Other Assets

$21,163.99

Property & Equipment

$2,597,061.91

Total Assets

$2,839,698.71
Liabilities, Fund Principal, & Restricted Funds

Liabilities
Accrued Payroll Payable

$42,281.52

Other Current Payables

$16,501.00

Security Deposits

$1,600.00

Long Term Liabilities

$763,614.16

Agency Obligations

$22,007.09

Total Liabilities

$846,003.77

Excess Cash Received

$30,168.99

Total Fund Principal and Excess Cash Received

$30,168.99

Restricted Funds
Total Temporarily Restricted

$36,444.40

Total Permanently Restricted

$1,927,081.55

Total Restricted Funds

$1,963,525.95

Total Liabilities, Fund Principal, & Restricted Funds

$2,839,698.71
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A Vision for ERUUF - Board of Trustees (Approved Jan. 15, 2013)
This vision is a description of the ERUUF we, the Board of Trustees, envision for 2013 and beyond. The
vision is stated in the present tense as the reality we wish for and plan to work toward:
ERUUF is widely known and respected in the Triangle area as a leader for liberal religion and
values that spreads the message of Unitarian Universalist Principles in our public statements and
actions. We are visible and audible in the Triangle area through our programs, website, blogs, social media,
signage, public statements, editorials, and activism. ERUUF is taking the lead in exploring the most effective
ways to speak to and for religious liberals including many who may have given up on religion because of their
previous experiences.
ERUUF is a place of thoughtful dialogue for and among people of many perspectives and
backgrounds, especially people of different ethnicities, sexual orientations, and religious
perspectives. Because of programs ERUUF sponsors and its outreach to the community, "dialogue" is one of
the words that comes to mind when people think of ERUUF. We seek to practice dialogue among ourselves
and with members of our regional community.
ERUUF is a community that values and continually stretches toward multi-cultural awareness, not
only by becoming a diverse community but by raising the consciousness of our members and the
community to embrace the increasingly multi-cultural world in which we live. ERUUF builds
partnerships and relationships across multi-cultural and socio-economic lines and seeks to address injustice
through members' involvement and financial giving. We have empowered congregants to find ways they can
make a difference and make the world a better place through involvement in the community. A variety of
focused initiatives in the larger community express our personal values and collective identity.
ERUUF is an exciting community because of its worship and Sunday morning activities, and also
because of its stimulating and nurturing programs for adults, youth, and children. ERUUF is a place
where members and friends feel welcomed, and where they are invited to be engaged in ways that feed their
spirits and draw them to a fuller life. Lifespan education, enrichment, spiritual development and practice
encourage personal spiritual growth, the building of relationships with inclusive intent, and the exploring of
our mission as part of the Unitarian Universalist movement. Entry points are clear for those who are new to
the Fellowship.
ERUUF and its communication are organized so that people can easily become aware of the diverse
activities and opportunities at ERUUF, understand how to find what they are looking for, and find
suitable ways to be involved. Opportunities to volunteer are widely publicized and volunteers themselves are
encouraged and supported while also being accountable and responsible. Members and volunteers have access
to training and self-development that helps them grow as persons and in their roles, so there is ongoing
awareness of one's own responsibility as an active member of the community. A web of staff, leaders, and
volunteers are trained, organized, and empowered to sustain the levels of engagement and increased
membership and programming.
ERUUF members and friends support and take ownership of the Fellowship through strong
financial giving and active involvement. ERUUF values its ministers and staff, compensates them fairly, and
encourages them to model full engagement and good self-care.
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ERUUF Strategic Plan FY 2013-15 * First Year Status Summary (June 2013)
WORSHIP

STATUS

1 Diversity for the Worship Team
- Develop a diverse worship team

In progress

- Invite people of color as pulpit guests

In progress

- Training for diversity and multicultural worship

In progress

2 Worship Arts
- Integrate best practices in worship arts.
- Develop themes 6 mo. ahead.
- Learn about multigenerational worship; plan two multigenerational services/yr

In progress
Completed
In progress

3 Decorative elements of worship: Align with themes

In progress

4 Covenant concepts: use in services (e.g. commissioning of pastoral associates).

In progress

DIVERSITY
1 Planning for Multicultural Development and Diversity

STATUS

- A plan, to educate members/and friends about diversity
- Plans to weave diversity themes into our worship, programs, classes and workshops
- Specify goals for worship services, classes, workshops and programs
- Include all dimensions of diversity

Completed
Completed
No progress or reassessing

In progress
Completed
In progress
In progress

2 Hiring: plan recruitment that will attract diverse applicants.
3 Materials: Audit all resources
4 Facilities: Audit the buildings
OUTREACH

STATUS

1 Identify and Prioritize Justice Needs
- Assess the needs of the wider community/ ID areas of greatest need

No progress or reassessing

- Set priorities based on the needs assessment

No progress or reassessing
No progress or reassessing

- A plan for education, advocacy, witness, community organizing, and direct service
2 Learn about, engage in, and contribute toward broader Unitarian Universalism
- Pay our UUA Fair Share Dues:

In progress
Completed
Completed
Completed

- Team to UU Leadership School annually
- Participation in national, district, and local events
- Share ERUUF’s successful practices and materials
3 UU Campus Ministry

No progress or reassessing

4 Interfaith Partnerships
- Develop relationships with interfaith organizations
- Explore partnerships on community projects
5 Advocacy: develop an advocacy network to address social and political issues.
6 Become a Resource Congregation.
7 Become a Regional Center for Progressive Religious Thought
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In progress
In progress
In progress
No progress or reassessing
No progress or reassessing

ERUUF Strategic Plan FY 2013-15 * First Year Status Summary (June 2013)
COMMUNICATION
STATUS
1 Internal Publicity: Develop training on effective communication

In progress

2 External Publicity
- Broaden the outreach for events/messages

In progress

- Develop a template and process for external communication

No progress or reassessing

3 Website
- Complete ERUUF’s new website
- Develop a process for updating the website & tech
4 Social Media: Develop a plan for innovative use of social media

INFRASTRUCTURE

Completed
Completed
In progress
STATUS

1 Leadership system into alignment with governance system
- Lay leadership: role clarification, succession planning, clear handoffs, and skills training
- Simple processes to help lay leaders get their mission-&-vision- aligned ideas into action.

In progress
In progress

2 Staffing appropriate for ERUUF’s size and goals

Completed

- New full time assistant minister
- Hire a consultant for a Staffing Assessment

No progress or reassessing

- A plan for staff growth and development

No progress or reassessing

3 Identifying the people who come to ERUUF: simple process to collect basic info about
group members

In progress

4 Optimizing Volunteer Time and Talents
- a plan for recruiting/ aligning talents and interests with needs/ organizing/ thanking
volunteers

In progress

- job descriptions for established volunteer jobs

Completed

5 Stewardship
- Inventory the various fundraising methods

In progress

- A stewardship plan for an optimal set of fund raising activities

No progress or reassessing

- Complete the Capital Campaign

In progress –On target

6 Campus Master Plan
- A plan for replacement and development needs for buildings and grounds
- IT systems needs to support our vision
- A/V & web tech for physical and virtual worship services
7 Facility use in service to our mission:
A business plan for ERUUF’s rental business

Completed
Completed
Completed
In progress
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Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
4907 Garrett Road, Durham, NC 27707
(919) 489-2575
office@eruuf.org
www.eruuf.org
Office Hours: Sun., 8:30 am - 1 pm; Mon. - Thurs., 10 am - 4 pm
Closed Friday & Saturday

The mission of the Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship is to
transform lives by building a free and inclusive covenantal religious
community of spirit, service, justice, and love.
ERUUF is committed to the inclusion of every person. All are welcome
here without regard to race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation or
economic status. We are a UUA “Welcoming Congregation.”

Board of Trustees
Dan Grandstaff, Chair
Jim McCrae, Trustee
Ross McKinney, Trustee
Alice Poffinberger, Secretary

Barbara Putney, Finance Liaison
John Rawls, Trustee
Peter Romeyn, Trustee
Robyn Stout, Trustee

Staff:
Rev. Deborah Cayer, Lead Minister .......................................................................... x102 dcayer@eruuf.org
Rev. Margaret L. Beard, Consulting Assistant Minister ........................... x103 mbeard@eruuf.org
Dr. Kevin Badanes, Director of Music ............................................. x106 kbadanes@eruuf.org
Kacey Zucchino, Director of Membership Development ............... x108 kzucchino@eruuf.org
Kathy Cronin, Director of Lifespan Religious Education................... x107 kcronin@eruuf.org
Melissa Gjestvang-Lucky, Youth Ministry Coordinator ......x122 youthministry@eruuf.org
Daniel Trollinger, Director of Administration.............................. x104 dtrollinger@eruuf.org
Mary Berry, Bookkeeper ............................................................................................ x105 bookkeeper@eruuf.org
David Scheidt, Facilities Assistant ........................................................................... x115 dscheidt@eruuf.org
Jacqueline Brett, Office Assistant ....................................................................................x118 jbrett@eruuf.org
Michele Sager, Office Assistant ............................................................. x118 msager@eruuf.org
Shawn Trimble, RE Assistant .....................................................................................x107 strimble@eruuf.org
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